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Product Description
SRV 500 is realized in order to solve two
tasks one as pedestrian traffic light and the
other as monitoring central board.
The digital control board is equipped with a
RS 485 communication serial port, using that
the device ca be put in communication with
different apparatus such as Doppler Radar
and different kind of sensors like the detector
GJ01 radar.

Working Description
The purpose of the system, apart from the
traditional pedestrian light, is to warn the
driver to slow down.
In fact if the driver is approaching the
pedestrian crossing too fast, the system will
switch on the red light on the side of the
road.
The architecture and dimensions of the
control board make SRV 500 easy to install
and configure.

Extension:
The SRV 500 serial port that permits the
connection of external sensors (example
Radar, Weather sensor) makes SRV 500 as a
complete monitoring station.

Strengths:
User-Friendly interfaces

Reliability
Handy
Simple to install and configure
Versatile

Application
schools
trade centres
urban areas
pedestrian crossings
heavy traffic roads

Furthaer Technical Data
control system and diagnostic of traffic
light lantern working
protection fuses in case of overcharge of
traffic light lanterns
differential protection switch
digital clock with date
able to pilot two couples of vehicles
lanterns and pedestrian lanterns
pedestrian call button
availability to configure time bands of
working
availability to configure traffic light cycle
through external radar sensor
GSM-GPRS
on board communication
system for diagnostic and remote data
transmission control.

SMS sending to a pre-fixed number in case
of damage or block of the CPU.
RS 232 serial port for special configuration
in site
RS 485 serial port for Doppler radar
connection and other peripherals.
LCD and keyboard for quick configuration
and in site diagnostic.
power supply with net power supply 220
VAC.

